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MILAN
HOTEL PRINCIPE DI SAVOIA

One day itinerary: Parks & Gardens
For such a busy city, Milan is home to a surprisingly large variety of tranquil gardens. Take a break from exploring Milan’s grand 

sites and luxury shopping galleries, and spend some time wandering the historic public gardens, botanical havens and hidden 

cloisters that bring a dose of greenery to the city. From the famous to the lesser-known, uncover the best parks and gardens in 

Milan with this one-day itinerary. 

Start the day with a 10-minute walk to Indro Montanelli Public Gardens.

INDRO MONTANELLI PUBLIC GARDENS 
Bastioni di Porta Venezia, 20121 Milan

Indro Montanelli Public Gardens was the first purpose-built public park in the city, created in the 

late 1700s. As well as beautiful geometric flower beds, tree-lined avenues, water features and play 

areas, visitors can also discover two major Milan attractions: The Civic Museum of Natural History 

and the Ulrico Hoepli Planetarium.

Next, take a five-minute walk to the Galleria d’Arte Moderna Milano.

IL GIARDINO DI VILLA REALE
T: 002 8844 5947 | Galleria d’Arte Moderna Milano, Via Palestro 16, 20121 Milan

The Galleria d’Arte Moderna Milano is best known for its modern art collection, but surrounding 

the striking museum is a beautiful garden that deserves as much attention as the art. Il Giardino 

di Villa Reale is a classic English-style garden that’s full of character, where sweeping lawns 

surrounding a calm lake are peppered with ancient ruins.

Then, take a 10-minute drive or a 20-minute walk to Parco Sempione.

PARCO SEMPIONE
20154 Milan

Parco Sempione is arguably the most popular park in the city and is often compared to New York’s 

Central Park. The enormous 95-acre space is packed full of attractions including the medieval 

Sforza Castle, the beautiful Arch of Peace and the Civic Aquarium of Milan. With so much to 

discover, you’d be forgiven for spending an entire afternoon here.

To reach the next destination, it’s a 10-minute walk.
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ORTO BOTANICO DI BRERA
T: 002 5031 4683 | Via Brera 28, 20121 Milan

A prime attraction for green-fingered visitors with a passion for conservation, Orto Botanico di Brera 

is a tiny botanic garden hidden behind Brera Palace. However, what it lacks in size, it makes up for 

in plant life. From medicinal plants and herbs to fragrant flowers and historic plant species, there’s 

much to discover in this inviting urban oasis.

From here, take a 30-minute drive to Parco Lambro.

PARCO LAMBRO
Via Feltre, 20134 Milan

Named after the Lambro River that cuts through it, Parco Lambro is the largest park in Milan. 

Referred to as the ‘green lung’ of the city, it features Lombardy landscaping, excellent botanical and 

running trails, woodlands filled with valuable tree species, and several farm buildings. Visitors can 

enjoy running, cycling and even skateboarding in the park, which is popular with Milanese families.

To return to the hotel from Parco Lambro, it’s a 20-minute drive.

All journey times are approximate and subject to variation.


